In this paper we consider the theory of fuzzy logic programming without negation. Our results cover logical systems with a wide variety of connectives ranging from t-norm and conorms, through conjunctors and disjunctors and their residuals to aggregation operators. Rules of our programs are many valued implications. We emphasize, that in contrast to other approaches, our logic is truth functional, i.e. according to P. HÃ ajek, we work in fuzzy logic in narrow sense. We prove the soundness and the completeness of our formal model. We deal with applications to threshold computation, abduction, fuzzy uniÿcation based on similarity. We show that fuzzy uniÿcation based on similarities has applications to fuzzy databases and exible querying.
Introduction

Pavelka completeness and a great variety of connectives
The aim of this paper is to build a formal model for fuzzy logic programming without negation. We
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E-mail addresses: vojtas@kosice.up.js.sk, vojtas@cs.cas.cz (P. VojtÃ aÄ s). work in a truth functional fuzzy logic in narrow sense (according to HÃ ajek [7] ). This is the main di erence with other approaches (annotated, signed, hybrid, possibilistic, probabilistic logical systems). Our rules are many valued implications (IF-THEN rule based fuzzy systems). Truth value of the formula is evaluated along the complexity of formula using truth functions of connectives.
Pavelka [15] showed that arbitrary fuzzy theory over his logic (which is in fact Lukasiewicz logic with truth constants) the inÿmum of truth degree of a formula ' in all models of the theory equals supremum of degrees of graded proofs of ' in that theory and also showed that this does not hold in full generality for fuzzy theories over other logical systems. (A presentation of Pavelka's results together with a simpliÿcation of his system can be found in [7] . ) We prove a Pavelka type result for a wide variety of logical systems, restricting to simple theories namely fuzzy logic programs without negation.
We consider the system with a widest possibility of many valued connectives. This enables our system to cover a great variety of applications where connectives are learned from data. Especially, it enables to describe di erent user environments and=or stereotypes.
Our motivating example was inspired by a hotel reservation system presented by Naito et al. [15] . They described a system of rules with connectives (aggregation operators) which is learned by a neural network. Input of the neural network is user's preferences on a sample of hotels. Output are parameters of a parametrized family of t-norms and t-conorms and a parameter of a convex combination of them.
Earlier, Gupta and Qi [6] wrote: "Theoretical and experimental studies have indicated that some toperators work better in some situations, especially in the context of decision making process than min and max operators. In fact the choice of an operation is always a matter of context, and it mostly depends on the real world problem which is to be modelled. It is appropriate, therefore to use the general concept of t-operators in the modeling of decision making process, so as to provide more options and exibility for the selection of t-operators that may be better suited for a given problem."
Example
In our example, we describe the knowledge base using logic programming notation. The rules are true implications. We work in a fuzzy logic where the connectives have many valued truth functions. @ is an aggregation operator (e.g. arithmetic mean, weighted sum or a monotone function learned from data). Aggregation operators are very useful in such systems because they enable us to describe increasing fulÿl-ment of positive witnesses to user requirements. As mentioned above, the aggregation can be @(x; y; z) = (x + y + z)=3 (which equally aggregates quality of distance, price and building) or @(x; y; z) = (3x + y + 2z)=6 (which gives the highest preference for distance and then the second important is the building quality while the price is least signiÿcant). The fuzzy connectives are & G (x; y) = min(x; y) and → (x; y) = min(1; y=x). Note that the ÿrst rule is equipped with a truth value 0:8.
Why do we need a formal model?
The main task of this paper is to build a procedural and declarative semantics for fuzzy logic programming and to prove their soundness and completeness. In our opinion it is important to have a sound and complete semantics because it enables us to compare results of computation with real world data. If there exists a di erence between computation and real world data, we know that the reason is not in the system itself but in the description of the real world situation. In this case we should tune either connectives, fuzzy predicates or the rule base. Of course, we have to take into account that the system might not be truth functional. In this case it is not appropriate for a description using logic. Thus fuzzy logic programming is not the only solution but we try to extend its applicability.
Moreover, we can extend the system by threshold computation. It will be sound and complete.
Using this we can deÿne the fuzzy logic programming abduction problem and show its soundness and completeness.
Axioms describing properties of fuzzy similarities and properties of predicate calculus with equality are fuzzy IF-THEN rules. When we incorporate them in our rule base we achieve a system which has fuzzy uniÿcation based on similarities.
Moreover, we develop the full fuzzy analogy of ÿxpoint theory which has consequences for fuzzy databases.
We also mention applications for a theory of fuzzy resolution which use knowledge bases consisting of clauses (not implications).
All this can be done without any additional experimental work just on the base of our formal model for fuzzy logic programming.
Truth functional fuzzy logic (in narrow sense)
Language
Our language is a many sorted predicate language with or without function symbols (we identify sorts of variables and attributes here). The set of all attributes is denoted by A. For each sort of variables (attribute) A ∈ A there is the set C A of constant symbols of that sort (these are names of elements of domain of attribute A). A predicate p(A 1 ; : : : ; A n ) is deÿned by its sorts of variables (attributes). For each attribute A (and in some cases also for each predicate) we have a similarity relation (fuzzy equivalence) s A on the domain C A . Similarly, function symbols have arity deÿned by a list of attributes for input and an attribute for the output.
To The syntactical level is not touched by the many valuedness of truth functions and fuzzy structures. Nevertheless, since we have several di erent connectives one cannot expect associativity and commutativity between them and hence parentheses should be used more consequently and traditional abbreviations in notation do not apply here.
Truth values and structures
The set of truth values in this paper is the set of real numbers from the unit interval [0; 1]. For a connective c the corresponding truth value function will be de- Recall some classical connectives
G (x; y) = max(x; y): The product logic:
Since we are dealing with logic programs without negation, we skip here arbitrary interpretations and we base our declarative semantics only on fuzzy Herbrand interpretations. We follow closely Lloyd's presentation and even notation [10] . Herbrand universe of sort A, denoted by U A L , consists of all ground terms of type A. Having function symbols we are going to interpret them as crisp (although in many database applications where the knowledge base is in a normal form, there are no function symbols at all). Herbrand base B L consists of all ground atoms. Note that so far there is no fuzziness.
An n-ary predicate symbol p(A 1 ; : : : ; A n ) will be interpreted as a fuzzy subset of
as a mapping from
Gluing together all fuzzy predicates we can interpret them all at once by a mapping
There is a one-to-one correspondence between these two ways of representing a structure of the language. Namely, having the value p I (t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) for some constant terms in appropriate domains, we can deÿne f p I (p(t 1 ; : : : ; t n )) = p I (t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) and vice versa p I f . Note that p(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) is a syntactical object, i.e. a word in the alphabet of our language.
Let f : B L → [0; 1] be a fuzzy interpretation of our language. The truth value for ground atoms p ∈ B L is deÿned to be f(p). For arbitrary formula ' and an evaluation of all sorts of variables e A : Var A → U A L the truth value f(')[e] is calculated along the complexity of formulas using truth value functions of connectives c · . The universal quantiÿer acts as
: e = x e} where e = x e means that e can di er from e only at x. Finally, let the truth value of a formula ' under an interpretation f be the same as that of its generalization and not depend on evaluation (here ∀' means universal quantiÿcation of all variables with free occurrence in '):
e arbitrary}:
Fuzzy theories
Developing a fuzzy logic system we should be more careful and to distinguish between syntactical and semantical part of the system (some stereotypes from two valued case do not apply here). Especially, we will have no logical axioms. This is caused by the fact that we work in a very general situation with almost arbitrary connectives and we would like our computed query answers to apply to real world situation. So there is no time to look for 1-tautologies to extend the capabilities of our system. We work only with theories describing the application domain.
For the purposes of this paper a fuzzy theory is a partial mapping P assigning to formulas rational numbers from (0; 1]. We do not depend on this assumption on rational numbers, from the point of view of complexity it is quite reasonable. We understand that partiality of the mapping P as being deÿned constantly zero outside of the domain dom(P). A single axiom is often denoted as ('; P(')), i.e. the ordered tuple-the formula and the (axiomatically assigned) truth value (e.g. by an expert, by a learning procedure, etc.).
An interpretation f is a model of a theory P if for all formulas ' ∈ dom(P) we have
This means that the truth value assigned by the axiom is understood as a lower bound of truth values in structures which are models.
Many valued modus ponens
For our application we have to decide what are the reasonable implications and how do we evaluate logic programming computation with uncertain rules. Our starting point is the many valued modus ponens (see e.g. [7, 15] ), which syntactically looks like
where mp → is a function calculating the truth value of the answer. The soundness of many valued modus ponens semantically means that whenever f is an interpretation such that f(B)¿x (i.e. f is a model of (B; x)) and f(B → A) = → · (f(B); f(A))¿y, (i.e. f is a model of (B → A; y)) then f(A)¿mp → (x; y), i.e. the truth value of A in all models of mentioned two axioms is guaranteed to be at least the computed degree.
Even without knowing what properties → · should fulÿll, we argue that mp → should fulÿll mp → (0; 0) = mp → (0; 1) = mp → (1; 0) = 0 (because if one of the premises of modus ponens is false then a nonzero truth value of the answer cannot be guaranteed). Similarly, mp → (1; 1) = 1, because we would like our system to extend the two valued modus ponens.
Moreover, if we know premises with higher truth value then the truth value of conclusion should not be smaller. That is mp → should be nondecreasing in both coordinates.
These are exactly the properties of a conjunctor. Denote mp → by C → . Note that this conjunctor C → evaluating modus ponens with → need not be a truth value function of any conjunction in our language. Moreover, since we do not assume commutativity (symmetry) of conjunctors C evaluating modus ponens and to be sure that in proofs we do not confuse position of variables denoting truth value of the fact and the rule, let us make the following agreement:
In the many valued modus ponens
the position of variables of the conjunctor C, which is used to estimate the lower bound for the truth value of the head of the implication, has ÿxed meaning and are intended as: the ÿrst variable of C(x; :) is the truth value of the fact entering the modus ponens (here (B; x)), the second variable of C(:; y) is the truth value of the rule entering the modus ponens (here (B → A; y)), schematically:
C → (Truth value of the fact;
Truth value of the rule):
Position=order of variables of I is also ÿxed and is intended as I(Truth value of the body;
Truth value of the head):
Assertion MP(C; I) means: C is a conjunctor, I is an implicator and → · = I; then from f(B)¿x and f(B → A) = I(f(B); f(A))¿y follows that f(A)¿C(x; y).
According to Pedrycz [16] and Gottwald [5] we can deÿne the following properties of functions of two real variables: 1(I) i I is nonincreasing in the ÿrst and nondecreasing in the second coordinate (note, every implicator fulÿlls this), 2(C; I) i (∀x)(∀y)C(x; I(x; y))6y, 3(C; I) i (∀x)(∀y)I(x; C(x; y))¿y. Moreover, having I we deÿne
First note that names of variables are mnemonic (according to the above agreement on the position and intended meaning of variables): f as the truth value of the fact coming to MP (in I it plays the role of body), r as the truth value of the rule and h as the truth value of the head. Note also that C I is always a conjunctor.
2(C I ; I) always holds true. If I is right continuous in the second variable, then 3(C I
Analogously for C deÿne
Note that I C is an implicator, 3(C; I C ) always holds and if C is left continuous in the second (rule typed) coordinate, then 2(C; I C ) is also true. Note I &L = → L , I &G = → G and I &P = → P . Moreover, note that whenever C6C I then 2(C; I) and I¿I C imply 3(C; I). Note also that 2(C; I) implies MP(C; I), namely whenever I =→ · and f(B)¿x and f(B → A) = I(f(B); f(A))¿y then
C I is the largest sound evaluation of modus ponens. As a corollary of completeness we will get that C6C I and I¿I C imply C = C I .
Semantics of fuzzy logic programming
Declarative semantics
A formula B is called a body if it is built from atoms using arbitrary conjunctions, disjunctions and aggregations. For the purposes of description of procedural semantics we will use for a while preÿx notation in the body. Typically, a body looks like
Warning: The usual Prolog notation does not apply. A comma "," in the body does not denote a conjunction, it only separates inputs of a connective when written in a preÿx notation.
A rule is a formula of form A ← B; where B is a body and A is an atom. An atom is also called a fact (typically an element of a Herbrand base B L ). A fuzzy logic program P is a fuzzy theory
such that dom(P) = P −1 (0; 1] is ÿnite and consists of rules and facts. A query (or a goal) is again an atom (positive) intended as a question A? prompting the system (we do not have refutation here).
For the beginning, substitutions are crisp substitutions.
Deÿnition 1.
A pair (x; Â) consisting of a real number 0¡x61 and a substitution Â is a correct answer for a program P and a query A? if for arbitrary interpretation f : B L → [0; 1], which is a model of P, we have f(∀(AÂ))¿x: Rule 2: From (XA m Y ) infer (X 0Y ) (this is a rule to handle situation when in a disjunction or aggregation an argument is missing). 
Procedural semantics
The question (consultation) A? leads to a computation which resembles classical Prolog, we have to just remember (via a bookkeeping) truth values for the ÿ-nal evaluation of the conÿdence of the answer (see also graded proofs of Pavelka [15] and HÃ ajek [7] ):
: : :
what is the truth value of the answer YES to the query A?.
Soundness of our semantics
Theorem 1. Every computed answer for a deÿnite fuzzy logic program P and A is a correct answer.
Proof. Is similar to that of [10] . Take a goal A with a computation of length k + 1 starting with a rule P(A ← B) = r. Suppose that the result holds for all computed answers due to computations of length 6k. For each atom D from the body B there is a computation of length 6k, hence computed answer d6f(D) in every model of P. But then f(B)¿b, where b is the computed answer for the whole body. This is because conjunctions, disjunctions and aggregations are monotone in both coordinates. Hence, f being a model of P means f(A ← B)¿P(A ← B) = r and by the soundness of modus ponens we get
Fixpoint theory and completeness
Consider the lattice
f is a mapping from B P into [0; 1]} with coordinatewise lattice ordering.
Deÿnition 4.
We deÿne the operator T P : F P → F P by T P (f)(A) = sup{r: there is a rule A ← i B which is a ground instance of some C ∈ dom(P) and r = C i (f(B); P(C))}.
The ÿxpoint theorem
Theorem 2. Assume that all implications fulÿll 1− 3(C i ; → · i ). Moreover; assume that all C i 's; & · i 's; ∨ · i 's and @ i 's are lower semicontinuous. Then 1: T P is continuous (i.e. T P preserves joins of upward directed sets of interpretations). 2: f is a model of P i T P (f)6f (hence the minimal ÿxpoint of T P is a model of P).
Proof.
(1) The continuity of T P is straightforward, using monotonicity and lower continuity of all connectives in the body and conjunctors evaluating modus ponens.
(2) Denote → · i = I i . Assume that f is a model of P. For an A ← i B a ground instance of some C ∈ dom(P) we would like to show that
We have
the ÿrst inequality holds because A ← i B is aground instance of C, the second, because f is a model of P. By ( 1 − 2) we have
Now assume T P (f)6f. It su ces for all ground instances
gives (by 1 and the above)
The last inequality is 3.
Hence the ÿxpoint theorem works even without any further assumptions on conjunctors (deÿnitely they must not be commutative and associative).
Completeness of fuzzy deÿnite programs
Theorem 3. Assume for all implications we have 1 − 3(C i ; I i ) and all C i 's; & · i 's and ∨ · i ' s are lower semicontinuous. Then for every correct answer (x; ) for P and A and for every ¿0 there is a computed answer (r; #) for P and A such that x − ¡r and = # ( for some ).
Proof. Having the previous theorem the proof is very similar to the classical proof of the completeness of SLD resolution. The previous theorem practically states the completeness for ground instances of atoms (similarly as in [10] ), because the correct answer for a ground query A holds also in the minimal model which is a countable iteration of the T P operator starting from the 0-interpretation. Now having a positive there is an n such that T n P (0)(A)¿T ! P (0) − . Looking for the contributions to the value of T n P (0)(A), there is one also greater than T !(0) P − , this is obtained through the application of a rule or a fact, in any case we can trace the computation backwards. The only di erence from the classical case is that a zero value of an atom can appear in a nonzero value of a disjunction or aggregation (that is why we need the admissible rule 2).
To extend it for general case we can extend the language by constants c X for every variable and deÿne the truth value of a formula with c X as the truth value of the formula with universally quantiÿed variable X , that is as the inÿmum of truth values on all constants. Such a structure of the language is again a model of the theory P, because where in the theory there was a free variable truth value is computed as though it was universally quantiÿed, hence all values on constants are greater or equal and hence also on c X . Hence, the validity on ground atoms directly follows from the ÿxed point theorem and using the lifting lemma and Mgu lemma of [10] we obtain the full result.
Applications
Generalization of van Emden's cut [2]-computations with a threshold
Having a conjunctor C for the evaluation of modus ponens we deÿne the function E C (E tries to be mnemonic to suggest this function counts estimates or expectations of the development of a branch in the search tree). The intended meaning of variables is E C (rule; threshold): E C (r; t) = inf {f: C(f; r) ¿ t}:
As C(x; y)6 min(x; y) the function E is not deÿned for values rule ¡ threshold. Except of E(0; 0) = 0 it fulÿlls all properties of an implicator and properties dual to 's can be introduced. The most important application of E is the following: Assume I am interested whether there is an answer to A with truth value not less than some threshold t. Moreover assume that my computation selects a rule with truth value r. Then the new threshold for cut is E C (r; t).
The situation is even more interesting if the new threshold is larger than the previous one, i.e. E C (r; t)¿t. This is for instance the case when C(t; r)¡t and C is right continuous in the ÿrst variable. In cases when the iteration C n tends to zero we can estimate the depth of the search tree according to the size of the threshold and the highest truth value of a rule (assuming all are below 1).
Fuzzy logic programming abduction
A fuzzy logic abduction problem was deÿned in [22] and a computational model similar to the one above was given. The only di erence is that the abduction does not fail when there is no fact or head uniÿable with a selected atom. Instead of this it generated another constraint to the set of hypotheses and with a linear optimization algorithm ÿnds a cheapest explanation for the abduction observation.
Similarities and the problem of fuzzy uniÿcation
The formal model for fuzzy logic programming with crisp uniÿcation is a base for a model for fuzzy uniÿcation. In the case if we base our fuzzy uniÿcation on similarities we can do the following. We express properties of fuzzy similarities and axioms of predicate calculus with equality (which are luckily rules of our type, with truth value 1) as additional rules of our program P. Then the ÿxpoint theorem and minimal model iteration gives a model of this extended theory. So similarity based fuzzy uniÿcation is nothing else as what the T P operator does, closure of crisp uniÿca-tion under similarity and equality axioms. Since T ! P is also a model of this extended theory, we have a sound and complete model of fuzzy uniÿcation (for details see [23] ).
Fuzzy databases and exible querying
The T P operator is directly connected with data model which evaluates rules, starting from a crisp EDB, via fuzzy IDB relations. The fuzzy relational algebra was described in [26] and above completeness is guaranteeing the commesurability of logic and fuzzy relational algebra. Moreover, similarity based fuzzy uniÿcation is the base of a exible query answering system (see [25] ).
Fuzzy resolution with true clauses
In [19] we used an observation that the truth function for ¬A∨B is an implicator to get a sound and complete model of resolution modus ponens (extended to full resolution in [20] ). The main point here is that we do not need t-norms and their residuals but our theory developed here works for (almost) arbitrary conjunctors and implicators.
Fuzzy logic paradox
Many authors noticed the following paradoxical behavior of many valued truth functional logical systems:
Assume A is a proposition with truth values in a structure
Then the following holds:
which is never fulÿlled in real world applications. Our solution to this is that it is wrong to describe conjunction of A and A and with ¬A with the same conjunction. Our system o ers sound and complete deduction with many connectives, which can be chosen to ÿt the real world situation. In the above case it can look like
Conclusions and historical comments
Our reference should ÿrst mention the development of many valued logic starting from Lukasiewicz [11] and Goedel [3] dealing with 1-tautologies, surveyed in Gottwald's book [4] . Works of Zadeh [27, 28] have also started investigations in uncertain reasoning based on many valued logic and fuzzy theories (i.e. theories which no more require the truth value of axioms being 1 but they postulate some minimal truth value 0¡TV 61 required for models). Pavelka [15] introduced a proof procedure for fuzzy theories in the Lukasiewicz logic and proved its completeness. This was generalized by NovÃ ak [14] for predicate calculus and substantially simpliÿed by HÃ ajek [7] .
An exhaustive survey on fuzzy logic programming before '91 is in Chap. 4.3 of Dubois et al. [1] , most of this are mainly heuristic algorithms which are sometimes based on a truth functional logical system and seldom based on a proof of completeness. In what follows, we refer to results on many valued (fuzzy) logic programming in truth functional logical system. We refer to a system according to which many valued connectives appear in rules. [12] . In [24] VojtÃ aÄ s and PaulÃ k proved completeness for arbitrary (→; &)-programs with left continuous t-norms under some restrictions about evaluation of modus ponens. In [21] this is proved for propositional fuzzy logic without these restrictions.
In 1986 van Emden [2] , not cited in [1] , generalizing some results of Shapiro [17] , proved under some restrictions soundness and completeness for (→ P ; & G )-programs, though not in a truth functional logic. He introduced, moreover, a fuzzy ÿxpoint theory and invented a method which allows to cut the search tree es-timating the truth value for product implication. In the present paper we generalize also van Emden's method of cut. Note that the MYCIN-expert system [18] is based on (→ P ; & G )-rules. van Emden's results were implemented by Li and Liu [9] . This led to other approaches to fuzzy logic programming (anotated, hybrid, probabilistic programs). There are also systems using possibilistic and signed logic. It is out of the scope of this paper to discuss relations of our system to these systems.
In this paper we presented a soundness and completeness proof for fuzzy logic programs without negation and with a wide variety of connectives in a truth functional fuzzy logic in a narrow sense. We mentioned applications in threshold computation, abduction, similarity based fuzzy uniÿcation, fuzzy databases, exible querying and clausal resolution.
